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Suggestion
name for the
precinct:

Attachment 10.3.2.1

Why is this name was suggested as appropriate to the
area.

Smokebush

The declared rare flora of the area

Lilwanwud

The land around the suburb area is dominated by small trees and
shrubs. Lilwanwud means Littlewood. Using Kriol.

Pepetuan

Aboriginal for pepetown, pepe is symbolic of the locals in the area as
they enjoy pepe, pepe is a special drink made from local plants.

Unnabilya

Unna means True in the aboriginal language. Bilya or Beeliar means
River in the noongar dialect.

Grove Gardens

The name speaks for itself

Forrestgate

This new suburb will bring amazing opportunities for the local
community due to the upcoming train station. So in a way it’s like a
GATEway to new opportunities. It will also be like a gateway to the
beautiful perth hills and the Forrest for tourists and the wider Perth
public.
Hence, FORRESTGATE is a very appropriate name for this precinct.

Highfield

The area includes the boundary of High wycombe and Forrestfield,
Residents may dislike losing Territory to a new area, Hence keeping
part of the names will maintain links to the history of the area.

Katadjen

Noongar word for foothill. Kata = hill, djen = foot.
The area is at the base of the escarpment.
An acknowledgment of both Forrest(field) and (High Wy)Combe.

Forrest Combe

City of Kalamunda

A combe can refer either to a steep, narrow valley, or to a small
valley or large hollow on the side of a hill; in any case, it is often
understood simply to mean a small valley through which a
watercourse does not run
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Giaginye

Aboriginal word for welcome

Wyndance Creek

I believe its more of a spirtual connection rather then
documentational. As you move through the same the wind dances
on the grass and leaves. It look as if you can watch the wind dance
left right back and forth. Probably due to the microclimate i which he
creek area provides.

Quendavale

Quenda is ‘bandicoot’ as it’s Noongar name, local to the area of the
suburb. It suits the area nicely by highlighting that.

Bina Hollow

I think any name chosen should reflect the geography or features of
the land and surrounding area. Since Poison Gully isn't a very nice
name, 'Something Hollow' seems appropriate given the definition of
hollow is an 'elongated lowland between ranges of mountains, hills,
or other uplands, often having a river or stream running along the
bottom.'

Berkroe Gully

Combination of all roads the area is bound by

Bundalee

As this area will be apart of the City of Kalamunda which is know for
bush and trees Bundalee means Amoung the trees in Aboriginal

Elouera

It pays homage to the indigenous people meaning “a pleasant place”
and it gives the new area a positive name

Noongar

It’s the aboriginal name in Western Australia we need to keep
continuing the growth of the name so it won’t die off

Mulgarup

In Nyoongar language, this means "place of thunder." This name
could reference the sound of trains once the new station begins
operation, but it could also refer to the idea of this new suburb
"making a noise" - being a source of activity, action and excitement
within the City of Kalamunda.

City of Kalamunda
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Eastliegh

Eastliegh is a lovely area in Britain, and I feel the name is rather
matched to the "Eastly" winds; the foothills are famous for this. Also,
it is linked the the East side of Perth.

Roeberkson Creek

The name was suggested on where it’s location is and name of the
streets and places it is near.

Corymbia

Not only do we already have the Corymbia festival in the area, but I
believe it pays a wonderful tribute to the Marri trees us hills/foothills
residents all know and love. As vegetation has had to be removed for
the project to take place, I think it is all the more important to
appreciate and pay tribute to our beautiful natural environment.

Warrabilya

This means ‘bad river’ in Noongar and references the name ‘Poison
Creek’. It sounds nice too.

Boorna-Wangkiny
(Message Stick)

message sticks travel far and wide

Pertaringa

It's aboriginal meaning is belongs to the hills
And I thought it sounded fitting

Acacia Park

Acacia is local flora to the area and appropriate for the shire

Foothills

It is located at the foot of our of beautiful hills with tranquility.

Stirk

I find it fitting because of the early settlers Frederick and Elizabeth
Stirk.

City of Kalamunda
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Cockatoo Ridge

Three species of vulnerable or endangered black cockatoos call this
area home, roosting in the large native trees.

Mason Grove

Benjamin Mason was an early developer of the area

Munday

Munday led the Beeloo people who lived in the area to be named.

Hillside

Close to the hills

Beeloo

Beeloo was the name given to the original group of Aboriginal people
who lived in the area.

Grevillea

Native Flora currently found in the area prior to development

Currie

The First European owner of this land was Mark John Currie. The
land was known as Swan Location 28 and stretched from just east of
now Hawtin Road to the Swan River at Garvey Park, Redcliffe.
Currie was the Surveyor who marked out the original Lots in the area
and was granted the land in 1832 for a price of 1 Peppercorn to be
paid on the 25th of March each year

Roeshire Gully

It incorporates the roads on the borders :)

Warren

Named after David Warren, the inventor of the black box. Relevant
due to it's proximity to the airport.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Warren_(inventor)

City of Kalamunda
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Poison Gully

local creek in the area

Bluebell Gully

Shiree Dunstall

Kooboolong

Kooboolong is the Noongar word for frog. The name is appropriate
because it celebrates our local animals and our traditional owners. It
also ties in with the name of Kalamunda because they are both
Noongar words.

Wiggersdale

Because it is my nickname and we give back to this community
through rotoract and my dad works in Forrestfield and my Mum in
High Wycombe. My brother and sister both work in the shire. We just
give back.

High Wycombe

Because the new train station is in High Wycombe. And naming the
new area High Wycombe connects the whole area together

Wollong

'- Wollong is the/a documented Noongar name for the local plant
'The Running Postman' (Kennedia prostrata). I feel that it is
important in this day and age for people to become more connected
to their community through plants and animals because we as a
society know little about what surrounds us. By choosing a local
plant people can learn to identify it with themselves and their
community.
- Despite not being built to carry mail, the location of a new train line
(and station) could tie in to the theme of speed by 'running' people
around, and if you could persuade the department of transport to
make the train line be signified by a scarlet red, it would also tie in to
the plant's other given name (The Scarlet Runner).

Barragup

it’s the Aboriginal name for Forrestfield

Forrestfield
Central

It represents the fact that it’s a central node. That it’s in Forrestfield
but clearly distinguishable from High Wycombe or Forrestfield. Like
Grand Central it sounds like it’s the place to be or the place to go.
You want people to be drawn there and a name is important in telling
people it’s a destination not just another “suburb”

City of Kalamunda
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Creekside

In developing the precinct structure plan, the community requested
that the area be natural and celebrate the local creeks and streams.

Quenda Park

Quenda or Bandicoot is indigenous to the area, an icon to many who
live here by also under threat by development. Using Quenda Oarks
as the name will bring familiarity and awareness to the community.

Koorliny

This is a Noongar word meaning "movement", as in "coming" or
"going" or "travelling" (see
https://www.noongarculture.org.au/glossary/noongar-word-list/).
Naming the suburb Koorliny is a recognition of the original
inhabitants and also acknowledges the area as a travel hub for the
hills community as it is bordered by a major highway, grain railway,
and the new Forrestfield Station.

Berkshire Park

A nod to Berkshire road and some of the lovely tucked away parks
that forrestfield has.

Gumnut Valley

The Kalamunda Shire’s logo is of gumnuts. We have beautiful
gumnut water features throughout the Shire of Kalamunda.
Additionally, May Gibbs, the Author of the Gumnut Babies books,
spent time in the Perth hills which no doubt helped inspire her ideas
and illustrations for the Gumnut Babies book.

Magnifica

This name derives from the name of the 'Thelymitra magnifica'
(Crystal Brook sun orchid) plant native to the Forrestfield region,
according to a 2008 Flora and Vegetation report available at the
following address: file:///Users/Shannon1/Downloads/Appendix-BFlora-and-Vegetation-Survey-VDM-Environmental-December2008.pdf
Additionally, the etymology for 'magnifica' provides such terms as
'great', 'eminent', 'distinguished', or 'magnificent', as state by David
Gledhill in his 2008 book, "The Names of Plants", published by
Cambridge University Press.

HIGHFIELD

It’s inbetween high wycombe and forrestfield

Karlup

Noongar word for fireplace, home, hearth

City of Kalamunda
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Kaladinya or
Kaladenia

Caladenia is a wildflower with over 100 species common to WA.
Spelling it as Kaladenia will relate it to Kalamunda. Even if people
haven't heard of Kaladenia, they can assume it might be near
Kalamunda. Also changing the ending from -ia to -ya as with the
beautiful sounding Kardinya will give it an Aboriginal look, and
reduce the number of syllables from 5 to 4. (The -ia suffix is a
universal ending for a geographic name as well as for flowers). the
changed spelling will also make it easier to find in a Google search.

Jerrabinyan

According to this website Jerrabinyan was the local name for
Lesmurdie Falls so it would be nice to honour this with the naming of
this suburb even if it isn't quite in the precinct it is within the
catchment area.
https://friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls.org/history

The City of Kalamunda are leaders in protecting and promoting
education of the local quenda population with their signage around
the city of Kalamunda roads. This area is full of Quenda which can
live harmoniously with business/residents is there is enough care &
education of them. It would be nice for the City of Kalamunda to
Quenda / Quenda
recognise and be praised for promoting a local indigenous species.
Park / Quenda
Quenda have also been recently found to be in existance only in the
Brook / Quendaton
SW of Australia. They are distinct from the east coast Southern
/ Quenda Vale (
Brown Bandicoots and have not yet received any promotion as being
you get the idea )
a unique species but the City of Kalamunda could be leaders in
doing so. This would be fabulous from a environmental viewpoint as
well as having a positive tourist impact. Be the City that animal
lovers want to travel to, to get that insta worthy photograph of our
beautiful & unique flora & fauna
CONTINUA is the plural of continuation.
CONTINUA

The new suburb is a continuation of the growth of the Shire in a
number of ways..hence the plural.
The train station is just one. Another is the TOD Connector

Smoke Bush

The rare native plamt to the area.

Edney

The boarers name is grace and named after one of our little girls at
edney primary school

Edgemarsh

It is a combination of Heath Ledger and Billy Marshall.
Heath Ledger attended Mary’s Mount Primary School in Gooseberry
Hill. At the age of 10, he had first acting experiences, starring in a
school production as Peter Pan in Guildford Grammar School and
played hockey in Forrestfield.
Forrestfield Speedway was started by Billy Marshall.TheForrestfield
speedway brought people over Perth to Forrestfield.

City of Kalamunda
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Kedalup

Noongar for daytime

Amaroo (Beautiful
Place)

Amaroo is Aboriginal for beautiful place and I'm sure it will be.

ALLAWAH

ALLAWAH - The name "Allawah" is Aboriginal in origin, from a local
term meaning 'make your abode here' or 'remain here' or 'stay here,
rest, sit down'

Tallowwood

There was alot of Tallowwood ( Eucalyptus trees in area before
development)

Cooyong/ Coojong

http://www.kalamunda.wa.gov.au/files/cbeb2f7b-badb-48a5-a902a16900c1ba4d/Appendix-B-Flora-and-Vegetation-Survey-VDMEnvironmental-December-2008.pdf

Abernethy

I think that’s obvious

Jennakatta

Noongar name; means foothills.

Marlee

Marlee is Noongar for swan

Newburn

Newburn is the name of a locality that previously sat at and near this
site a few decades ago and is a nod to the old toponomy of the area.
It is also the name of a road in High Wycombe.

City of Kalamunda
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Darling

In reference to the darling range

Geer-Lyons Estate

Because of the accident that happened there back in the early 1900s

Newburn Rd (now entirely in High Wycombe) formed the northern
boundary of the suburb Newburn. This name has been lost through
expansion of the Airport.
Newburn
It would be appropriate that Newburn Rd pointed towards a new,
reborn Newburn.

Foothills central

I think the name is appropriate as the location is in the foothills.

Highfield

High Wycombe and Forrestfield

Corymbia

Already has a rich history in High Wycombe and Forrestfield with the
Corymbia Festival, and is the name of the beautiful Marri trees!

Djena Bidee Rd

Djena is Noongar for foot and Bidee means path--- Djena Bidee=
footpath

Andersonia

Andersonia are a protected Native plant in the Southwest region of
Western Australia, they are a very beautiful plant with a beautiful
name, i havent found any commemorate for them, and there is no
other street with this name yet.

Caladenia

Flora found in the Kalamunda Shire

City of Kalamunda
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Hale

Named after Charles Hale, who local folklore says settled the area in
1902.

Berkshire

Because Berkshire Road will virtually run directly through the heart of
a he suburb, being a vital link between the connection of the major
road route of Row Hwy and the rail of the Forrestfield rail line.

Yongamara

The English name 'kangaroo paw' has been translated into Noongar
as Yonga Marr wer that name is also used by Noongar for these
plants. The English name of the plant was derived from the shape of
the flowers, which resemble the paws ('mara' means 'hand') of a
Yonga (Kangaroo).

FORRESTGULLY

Poison Gully Creek in Forrestfield is one of the boundaries.

Gastrolobium

"Gastrolobium"...
the plant Gastrolobium oxyobioides that poisoned stock belonging to
local settlers from this area...
Significant number of the species accumulate monofluoroacetic acid
(the key ingredient of the poison known commonly as 1080), which
caused introduced/non native animal deaths from the 1840s in
Western Australia.

Adnamira

I thought the name Adnamira may be a good choice because of the
creek Poison gully running along side the area proposed, as it's a
Aboriginal name meaning "flowing water".
This is an aboriganl word. Fire place/hearth; meaning home/heart
country.

Karlup

(The) Berkshires/
Berkshires

Some of my favourite names of perth places are aboriginal names.
Having family from overseas, they love learning of these names and
their meanings when visiting Perth. Having previously lived in the
foothills one of my favourite memories is the smell of people using
their fireplaces as well as burnoffs right before summer.
The Berkshires is significant to the area for three reasons.
Firstly, the rolling landscapes and pockets of nature mirrors the
Berkshires in other areas of the world, Massachusetts in particular
linking a global community a sister region of the love of nesting in
nature.
Secondly the name Berkshires is signified already in a road name in
the region in Forrestfield.
Thirdly it adds a grandiosity to the region between nature and its
people and all that offers protection from development without

City of Kalamunda
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planning environmental maintenance and protection from the city. It
is the perfect unity of nature preserving humans and humans
preserving nature.

Karlup

Nyoongar for “home/heart country”

Darwinia

http://www.kalamunda.wa.gov.au/Waste-Environment/ManagingOur-Reserves/Flora-Fauna/Flora/Declared-Rare-Flora-DRF

Swainsona

The Swainsona is a beautiful native plant. Any new suburb name
should reflect something beautiful in our state

Berkshire

Its the name of one of the prominent roads in the area

Caladenia

The Grand Spider orchids scientific name is 'Caladenia Huegelii'
and is found in this area and is rare to come across.

Carnabup

One of the main endangered fauna of Kalamunda includes the
carnaby black cockatoo. So including part of the name carnaby
raises more awareness for these creatures while also giving the
suburb a meaning behind it. The added up on the end is part of the
Australian Aboriginal language and use to mean either a water place
or meeting place. So with the name Carnabup we are including part
of the first language that was ever in Australia, while also including a
bird that is native to Kalamunda.

Hale Railway
Parade

In 1902 Charles Hale had planted the trees and plants etc and then it
was a railway later on. So thought it would be appropriate to name
after him.

Karda Gully

Karda means ‘hills’ in the language of the Nyoongar people and gully
ties with poison gully

City of Kalamunda
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Karlup - Fire
place/hearth;
meaning
home/heart
country.

Karlup & Moort Boodja (Heart – Country)
Kalil/koolark in Noongar means home or heart-country. Ngany kurt
ngany karla – our heart, our home.

Fern Gully

It sounds pleasant and reflects the flora in the area

Quenda or
Quenda Grove

I grew up there and parents still live in Brae Rd. As a child, the
bandicoots would visit us and we would feed them mandarins.

Balkana

Balka is a blackboy in Noonyar language

Koorden

It is the Noongar word for ‘Red Gum’ a eucalytus tree that is found in
this area of the Perth bush known for its bright flowers.

Lv-426

I thought the name was funny and might suit the area.

Barooga

Barooga is an aborginal name with meaning - My home. This is
relevant and important for all residents in the area as they call it my
home and feel home. This name exists in the list below with meaning
- http://www.housenameheritage.com/hnh_wsc_aboriginal.asp

Windfield or wind
valley

Forrestfield gets quite windy.

Dundas

The main road runs through the train station. Dundas name has to
do with a community person who helped the local community
including the scouts. I went to school with his daughter.
Unfortunately he died too young while helping the community falling
off the top of the bus while loading scout’s luggage on top. A
generous man and family.

City of Kalamunda
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High Wycombe

It should be called High Wycombe because it is in High Wycombe. In
the 1980 this are was Maida Vale and was changed to High
Wycombe when the Roe Highway split Maida Vale in two.

Jerrabinyan

As the name is Aboriginal for Lesmurdie Falls and my parents
first house was built on Falls after the Second World war and my
Dad built it from scratch with no mortgage.

Poison Creek
Flats

Local historical names used.

The Breeze

Open to go anywhere

High Wycombe
Central

This name would be appropriate for the future development as the
central part of High Wycombe

Carnaby

It is a tribute to the Carnaby Cockatoo - a distinctive, endangered
cockatoo that is known to frequent the area. It is also a tribute to the
late Ivan Carnaby, an important West Australian naturalist.

North Wycombe

Wattledale

Acacia trees and shrubs are common native species of plants in the
area.

Possumdale

In the online Atlas of Living Australia the Honey Possum, Brushtail
Possum and the Pygmy Possum are all found in Kalamunda National
Park.

City of Kalamunda
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I love the Shire of Kalamunda area having now lived here foe 18
years.
The name COOINDA means "happy place"
I propose that the new suburb be named 'Ellis' after the early
Kalamunda settler Charles Ellis, who settled and worked in
Kalamunda before 1900.
Charles Ellis' work as a butcher and baker means he was involved in
serving others in the community, making use of the land to build up
the community - which is precisely what is being developed in the
'Forrestfield North' area. Land which has been set aside and
overlooked is now being brought to life, for the good of the whole
community. This land will be developed and improved, creating jobs
and dwellings in the local area.

Ellis

Charles Ellis also started a motor garage and taxi business in
Kalamunda in 1924. This shows he was supporting and making the
most of advances in technology. Mr Ellis came from the past, and
moved into the future by developing his skills and infrastructure. This
is currently happening in the Forrestfield North area, which will
benefit from advances in new technology (the underground train
line), and will create jobs and new opportunities for those who adapt
their skills to new technology.
Just as Charles Ellis adapted to the motor industry, and did not
oppose developments in the region, we should see the positive
impact and benefits that will flow from the new train line and land use
changes. If the developments will disrupt something in my life, then I
should use it as a positive motivator, to move on in life and learn new
skills.
Charles Ellis was named a justice of the peace in 1936, (as shown in
the Government Gazette W.A. on 20th April 1956), meaning he went
on to be a responsible member of the community. It is worthy of an
early settler who improved and developed the region to have this
suburb named after him. The name has English origins, which
reflects the early settlers homeland, and suits the surrounding
suburbs of Maida Vale, and High Wycombe.
Ellis' cottage was built by Charles and Annie Ellis and Charles Ellis
commenced his business as a butcher from this premises. The
couple had two children, also called Charles and Annie and his son,
Charles jnr, joined him in the trade. The business operated from this
premises for many years and the family also operated a bakery from
the shop next door. The cottage was owned by the family until 1964
and was relocated from its location in Central Road in 1993. It is now
in the History Village in Kalamunda. The place has historic value as
an example of a simple residence which operated also as a
commercial building built at the turn of century. The place as social
value as part of the collection of buildings within the History village
precinct which was created with community support and
demonstrates the value the community places on the history of the
town.

City of Kalamunda
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See http://www.kalamunda.wa.gov.au/Leisure-Tourism/SportsFitness/Walking-Cycling/Walking-Trails/Kalamunda-Town-HeritageTrail

Keilwell

'-The Keil’s have roots in the land of that area
- it has a small association of water ( poison gully)
-keil translated from German means wedge , the suburbs is the
wedge between the new station , residential and industrial area

Angiozanthusis

This is the genus name of the red and green kangaroo paw which
used to be ubiquitous in this area and in some places can still be
found in abundance. The red and green colour is the colour of
several school uniforms within the Kalamunda area.

Grand Vale

It contains a positive connotation in the word Grand and fits well with
close suburbs like Maida Vale and High Wycombe
"Karak" being the South West Aboriginal word for "black cockatoo",
or "red-tailed cockatoo", or "black feather" (from my research) &
"Cala" being the word for "home" as we all know from the word
"Kalamunda".

Karak Cala / Cala
Karak / Karak (one
of them or
something similar)

The area is know to host both Carnaby's and Red-Tailed Black
Cockatoos.
The area (from vegetation surveys) is will known to contain tree
species used for foraging and roosting for these cockatoos (Marri,
Banksia etc).
Both the White and Red-Tailed Black Cockatoos are protected on
federal and state registers and listed as 'Endangered' and
'Vulnerable' respectively.
This name gives due regard to the values of the Kalamunda people,
being a respect for aboriginal heritage and culture and respect for
the environment. Also the name is similar, but not too similar to
Kalamunda! We need to uphold to values into the future.
See document here:
https://ro.ecu.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.
com.au/&httpsredir=1&article=7885&context=ecuworks

Quenda Cove

City of Kalamunda

Due to the native fauna species of quenda, that are abundant in the
area.
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FORRESTGATE

It's the gateway to the John Forrest national park.

ROEBERKSON

The name is taken from the precincts of:
Roe Hwy
Berkshire Rd
Poison Gully Creek

Quenda

It is a native animal found in the Kalamunda Shire.

Parkhill

In that area ther is a lots Parks and beautiful hills

Woodlupine

Named after a creek to the South that runs through the Forrestfield
area. The creeks inflow is from the Mundy Park region.

Magpie grove

Because there are lots of magpies in the area

Caladenea

Caladenea is the botanical name for the native cowship orchid which
grows in this area and throughout Kalamunda as well.
New way to airport,new divers

Newway

City of Kalamunda
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The general area to the east of the Perth Airport is known by the
Whadjuk people as Munday Swamp. Munday swamp is an extremely
important Aboriginal cultural heritage place. Whadjuk people used
this place for camping, hunting and ceremony. You can see
numerous sites recorded here (see attached map) including
archaeological sites where artefacts have been found.
The Mundy Regional Park has been named for similar reasons
https://parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/park/mundy
Darlmoorluk is the Noongar name for the Twenty-Eight parrot (the
Australian Ringneck subspecies Barnardius zonarius semitorquatus).
This particularly subspecies is native to the south-west of Western
Australia and is a frequent and joyous sight in Perth's eastern
suburbs along the hills (including the area of the new suburb). In the
Noongar culture, the darlmoorluk is said to be the protector of
camps, which makes it a very apt name for a new community.
Having grown up (Age 2 to current - now 38) in Forrestfield/High
Wycombe i have a strong affinity with the local area. Often asked by
interstate work colleagues or even people unfamilar with Perths
eastern suburbs - so where is High Wycombe? For simplicity I often
just said out near the airports - but in all reality the area is so much
more! It has served as the 'junction' for the east/west rail network for
decades. People pass thru our suburbs to get to the Great Eastern
Hwy junction when headed east and similarly to the Great Northen
Hwy - and noting Roe Hwy now serves as a junction to head south
and more importantly to the Wharf/Ports. It of course also serves as
a 'junction' to our airports. Added to this is the exciting development
of our new (local train) Station which will provide a another junction
in and around WA via the rail network

1) High Grove 2)
Barton 3) Dawson

1) Area between High Wycombe and orange grove
2) After the first prime minister of Australia
3) After Dawson's Nursey, which is a local business that has been in
our area for over 50 years

Yagan

Yagan was a leader of his people. He fought for what he considered
right in this area. He travelled from upper swan to as far as south as
Dwellingup and used the Bibbulmun track. The word Yagan is easy
to say and write

Beeloo

In recognition of the people from the Nyungar group that lived in this
area prior to white settlement

Timberland

The area was originally forest so timber is suitable but different.

City of Kalamunda
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Quenda Gully

Many Quendas (aboriginal name for bandicoots) live in the area and
it is close to poison gully creek.

High Wycombe

This particular area has been part of the suburb of High Wycombe
officially since about 1978.
The boundaries were set then with the idea that one day it would be
fully developed as a sizable locality. To continue the current
development under that well known name is better than such a small
area under a separate new name that will take years for anybody
from elsewhere to recognize and know where it is.

Munday

It is significant to the area having Munday Swamp as a sacred
Aboriginal site which seems appropriate for the name of the locality

NEWBURN

The location is historic and dates back to when Captain Stirling first
rowed up the Swan River.
Redcliffe was named and Newburn was on the eastern boundry
where the station is now under construction.

HIGH WYCOMBE

THIS HAS BEEN THE NAME OF THE AREA FOR OVER 40
YEARS, THERE IS NO GOOD REASON TO CHANGE IT

Coojong

It is the name of a native Australian shrub wattle. The name Coojong
is from the Nyungar language, which is still used today.

Carnaby

this area is one of the habitats of the endangered Carnaby's black
cockatoo, named in honour of west Australian naturalist ivan carnaby
in the mid 1900s

smokebush

rare and vulnerable flora

yeltukka

aboriginal word for new place
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